A Brief Primer
Synopsis
President Reagan’s Project Socrates did not start with a high level planning session in the
Oval Office. There was no gathering of those at the very top in a secret bunker to
construct an elaborate plan and grandiose solution to the world crisis we are in today that
was in fact developing even then. Like most major breakthroughs throughout history it
began with an irritation in the way things work, or do not work, which just happened to
involve the right people at the right time.
Project Socrates was born in this way. From a “skunk works” deep inside the US
intelligence community gaining support along the way as it was applied to top priority
projects producing results beyond anyone’s expectations except, of course, those of its
creator Michael Sekora.
As Project Socrates gained visibility in support of the highest priority projects of the
President, it earned the support of President Reagan and key members of his staff. By the
end of his second term the recognized value of Project Socrates had grown to the point
where President Reagan drafted an executive order creating a separate agency that would
establish System Socrates as a permanent national asset for use by all public and private
US institutions. In this capacity System Socrates would serve as the basis for achieving
and sustaining worldwide competitive advantage indefinitely, in every industry,
education institution, across all capital markets and government agencies.
Through this act the US would secure world leadership, for as far out as anyone could see,
economically, in foreign trade, job creation and for national security. The US leap in
industrial capability, education, world finance and national defense would be the model
for the rest of the world. That vision continued to expand as the true capabilities of
System Socrates were realized through its application.
But the incoming President, George H. W. Bush would scuttle Reagan’s order and return
us to our downward spiral.
This book is about the Story of Project Socrates and the efforts of Michael Sekora, his
supporters, and resistors as well, and the teams that have worked to resurrect System
Socrates for US survival. But before we get into the story it is important that we are
communicating from the same understanding of terms and concepts. The following will
help set that stage.

Key Terms and Definitions
Project Socrates opened the door and provided a system to manage the source of human
survival, growth and advancement: technology. Based on our understanding of how the
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universe works, as dictated by the laws of physics, the US would now be capable of
systematic development, management and manipulation of all world past, present and
future technologies. With this capability the US would lead the next major leap for
humankind. The program to develop, test and deploy the system was named Project
Socrates.
With this breakthrough Project Socrates challenged the antiquated and obsolete
conventional beliefs and practices of planning and decision-making in the US. Basic
concepts like strategy, technology and competitive advantage had been distorted by the
inherent imprecisions of US style planning and decision-making based on economics and
finance. Sekora and team found it difficult to carry on constructive discussions as terms
for basic organization concepts had different meanings depending upon the situation. In
briefings Sekora would go around the table and ask for a definition of an important
concept like strategy for example. If there were ten people in the room he would get ten
different answers. This situation could not continue if Team Socrates hoped to convey an
accurate understanding of Project Socrates and the technology-based planning solution.
Project Socrates was a major breakthrough at the foundation level of planning and
decision-making. Socrates’ in-depth research and subsequent results of military and
commercial applications concluded that the natural foundation for all decision-making
was technology-based planning as opposed to the inadvertent adoption of planning and
decision-making based in finance and economics.
In just about every case these, what had now become “conventional definitions,” simply
did not fit with the true definitions of key concepts as required for accurate decisionmaking. As a result loosely defined conventional terms and subsequent uses of basic
concepts clashed with the application of these concepts in Socrates. But even worse, the
imprecision US organizations and institutions were operating under perpetuated a set of
decision-making beliefs and behaviors that were causing a systematic decline in ability to
compete and would ultimately lead to our demise.
Beyond the inability to understand Socrates was the distortions of important terms and
related concepts caused by decades of inappropriate use in planning and decision-making.
On the surface the definition of terms issue encountered by the Socrates team was
considered “knit-picking” but was later found to be so widespread that it fostered poor
decision-making, across all sectors, resulting in unwanted outcomes specifically in the
area of competitiveness.
That said; please do not get the impression that Project Socrates was simply a “redefinition of terms” project. Definition of terms was not even an objective of Project
Socrates but turned out to be important in accurately understanding this system that
would change conventional thinking and practices. System Socrates was such a precise
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solution that would provide the highest levels of accuracy in America’s decision-making
at every level and there was simply no room for ambiguity in the language.
The Socrates team determined that they would have to first re-establish precise and
accurate understanding of basic concepts so that meaningful discussions could take place.
These refined definitions would come from the in-depth research conducted in Project
Socrates and would be precise, accurate and unbiased. The resulting definitions were
regularly presented in documentation and at the beginning of briefings that followed.
Below is a list of some of those key terms and their meanings as used in Socrates. Having
these definition of terms will make it easier to follow the story of Project Socrates.

Planning
Effective planning and decision-making is the essence of viability for all human activity.
Individuals, organizations, institutions and nations must plan and make good decision to
survive and advance.
The ability to carefully and effectively plan is highly valued in the US. US organizations
spend billions of hours in the planning process annually. There are thousands of training
programs providing elaborate models designed to help decision-makers plan effectively.
US planners have an excellent reputation in executing the planning process. The problem
though is that we have learned to plan from the wrong foundation and even though we
spend enormous amounts of time and resources in proper execution of the planning
process, the decisions and actions that result are mostly flawed.
If planning is the essence of human viability, planning from the proper foundation is the
essence of the Socrates solution. Planning, decision-making and subsequent execution of
strategies that result from the planning process determine individual, organization,
institution and/or a country’s short and long-term viability. When the process is flawed at
the foundation the entire country in every organization and institution cannot maintain
viability. That’s where we are today and what Socrates was designed to address.
Project Socrates identified and fixed the problem during the Reagan administration but,
as you will see, the “fix” was aborted in the following administration taking away our
ability to compete and with it our long-term viability as the world’s economic and
military leader.
For over sixty years, with the exception of a relatively brief period during the Reagan
administration when Socrates was developed and deployed, the improper foundation for
planning, decision-making and resultant execution of strategy has been the root of U.S.
decline. As we will see, the foundation for planning as the source of effective decisionmaking and resultant actions is more important than the planning process itself.
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Planning is the process of organizing activities to accomplish an objective. Planning is
the starting point for decision-making at every level from an individual solving a problem
or setting personal goals to nations making decisions on economic growth or national
security. In the U.S. and among many of its allies, the planning foundation has shifted
from technology to finance/economics. As we will discuss throughout the book, this
foundational shift to finance/economic is the root cause of U.S. inability to compete
resulting in decisions and actions that cause decline.
Being effective at proper execution of the planning process, as US organizations are
considered to be, actually works against them for long-term viability. Exquisitely
navigating through the planning process, but from the wrong foundation, speeds US
organizations to actions that cause their eventual demise.
Socrates provided the proper foundation and tools from which to effectively carry out the
planning process enabling US individuals, organizations, institutions and the nation, as a
whole, to achieve and sustain competitive advantage in any situation at will. With this
capability our country would stop its decline, regain its ascendancy and secure world
leadership indefinitely. The re-education process starts with a precise understanding of
planning from the proper foundation and then to becoming proficient in a system that
automates that process.

Finance-Based Planning
Finance-based planning is the widely accepted but improper foundation for planning in
the US and with most of our allies. It is easy to distinguish between economies stuck in
economic/finance-based planning and decision-making and those that are technologybased simply by looking at their economic performance. The US and most of Europe are
finance-based and the prominent Asian countries are technology-based. The technologybased planning and decision-making economies maintain a significant competitive
advantage in every respect resulting in visibly superior economic performance.
The driving principle in finance-based planning is efficient allocation of funds to carry
out organization strategy, guide decision-making and measure performance. The critical
flaw in finance-based planning is that to efficiently allocate funds, the primary focus of
finance-based planning, an operation must first be capable of establishing competitive
advantage required to generate the funds.
The ability to generate profit is dependent on establishment of competitive advantage.
Planning for competitive advantage is a critical precondition absent in finance-based
planning. Since the finance-based planning process is not designed to establish
competitive advantage it has no concrete basis for properly allocating funds. But
regardless of this inherent lack of logic, finance-based planning is erroneously used in
that way, almost without question, as we will see throughout the book.
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The planning process for establishing competitive advantage to generate profit,
technology-based planning, must be the starting point or foundation for planning, which
then dictates proper allocation of funds for competitive advantage and everything else.
Financial planning though, as opposed to finance-based planning, is an important
secondary process enhanced, guided by and dependent upon a technology strategy to
establish competitive advantage.
Finance and/or economic-based planning are taught in all US universities as the accepted
foundation for planning, decision-making and measuring performance. Finance-based
planning is used interchangeably with economic-based planning in this book to describe
the foundation for all planning as erroneously practiced in US institutions and
organizations. Finance-based planning is the term generally used in business and the
term, economic-based planning, is more commonly used in government. But the basis for
each is monetary.
The difference between finance vs. technology-based planning is like a tennis match
where one participant expects to win by watching the scoreboard (financial spreadsheet)
while the other participant plans and executes competitive moves on the court
(technologyspace1). The result obviously favors the participant planning and executing
competitive maneuvers on the court or field of play. In any organization, it is the planning
and conducting of competitive maneuvers that determines the numbers that result and
recorded in the financial spreadsheet.
Socrates was originally deployed in government to address national defense during the
“Cold War” and economic development during a recession, both under President Reagan.
As a results, the Socrates team was initially biased toward using the term “economicbased planning” to describe the traditional government planning approach. But as the
system was deployed in both industry and government, traditional planners and decisionmakers related better to the term finance-based planning. Both economic and/or financebased planning describe US conventional planning methods for decision-making.

Technology-Based Planning
Technology-based planning is the natural foundation for planning and decision-making
throughout history. In a world of perpetual change the basic human need to survive
requires continuous growth and advancement. Our world is also one of limited resources
in which survival, growth and advancement depends on our individual and societal ability
to generate competitive advantage. Like it or not the ability to effectively compete is a
fundamental requirement for our existence and the starting point for planning and
deployment of resources.
1

Technologyspace is a term used in Socrates to define all technologies, past, present and
future, in the universe based on the laws of physics.
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The source of all competitive advantage throughout history has been the ability to acquire
and utilize technology better than competitors to satisfy human needs. The human
capability to survive, grow and advance through technology acquisition and utilization is
natural and intuitive. Some societies have mastered this process better than others.
The US practiced technology-based planning throughout its formative years until the end
of WWII. In technology-based planning the objective is to achieve and sustain
competitive advantage, which in turn delivers desired results including financial. The
driving principle in technology-based planning is to satisfy customer needs better than
competitors (the advantage) through superior acquisition and utilization of technology.
Performance can be measured in various ways including the tracking of traditional
market and financial indicators.

Competitive Advantage
The ability to satisfy human needs better than alternatives is a competitive advantage.
Competitive advantage then, is simply the capability to acquire and utilize technology
that satisfies one or more customer needs better than competitors. System Socrates was
developed and deployed to enable the US, its organizations and institutions to carryout
technology-based planning for competitive advantage in any situation.

Competitiveness
Competitiveness is the degree to which an entity, individual, organization, institution or
nation is capable of satisfying human needs. The needs can be those of an individual
customer, a group of customers or, on a national level, the social, economic and political
needs of a country.
Degree of competitiveness is another measure, in addition to the traditional financial
measures, that can be evaluated by assessing competitive advantage actually achieved in
satisfying a particular human need. This capability was built into the Socrates system.

Technology
Defining technology in its broadest sense opens up literally all technology, present and
future, low-, mid- and high-tech that exists in the universe. This definition may seem
obvious but the Socrates team encountered many instances in which otherwise very
bright people understood technology in a limited way. For example, to some technology
consisted only of information technology (IT). To others it was only breakthrough
technology.
The correct definition of technology is: Any application of science to accomplish a
function. The science can be "hard" or soft, leading edge or well established. The
function it accomplishes can be very critical, highly visible or it can be mundane.
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The use of the broadest definition of technology in Socrates removes the
compartmentalization effects of market segmentation imposed in the market-oriented,
finance-based planning process. The ability of technology-based planning to define, view
and treat technology in its broadest sense with no boundaries supports technology-based
planning as the natural foundation for all planning in every situation.
Over the past thirty years Sekora has had a standing challenge to anyone who can provide
an example of competitive advantage being acquired that did not involve technology. As
in Socrates where technology is defined in its broadest sense, the challenge is in tact.

Strategy
Where planning from the proper foundation is the essence of the Socrates solution,
strategy is the result that guides proper execution of the plan.
Strategy is the critical factor in all planning and decision-making. Properly planned and
executed, strategy dictates all resource deployment for either successful or failed
outcomes. To understand Socrates there could be no questions about what strategy is and
is not.
But the Socrates team found that strategy was perhaps the most misunderstood concept of
US leaders including those in the military. Like all Socrates definitions, strategy was
thoroughly researched. Focusing on the area where strategy has been most studied and
used throughout history the Socrates team examined, end-to-end, the over 2,500-year
history of military science. The strategy definition below2 was the result and has been
vetted over the past thirty years by the best minds, in industry, academia and government.
Many of those who have weighed in on the Socrates definition were originally
adversarial but in all cases the definition below has been accepted. Following the
definition of strategy presented next are examples of what strategy is not but still
commonly used in U.S. culture as being strategy.

Strategy is:
A coherent set of concrete action for offensively and/or defensively acquiring and
utilizing a limited resource more effectively than a rival organization to bring about a
specific objective relative to the rival organization.
Note that strategy is an ongoing process of initiating actions to acquire and utilize
specific resources for an advantage and/or countering competitor actions designed to give
them an advantage. On the other hand, finance-based planning tends to be static while the
competitive environment in which all plans are executed is dynamic.

2

Michael C. Sekora, Definition of Strategy, M. Sekora Copyright© 2012, June 30, 2012
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Strategy is Not:
Not long-range planning – Time scale does not define planning as being strategic.
Planning is strategic when it addresses the effective acquisition and utilization of a
limited resource to block, establish or sustain an advantage.
Not centralized or decentralized planning – The organizational approach in which the
planning is conducted is not the strategy. Strategy is developed and executed in all
organizational environments from centralized (e.g., Soviet Union politburo), or
decentralized (e.g., Sony Group planning is conducted separately in each division and
coordinated at the corporate level).
The centralized or decentralized nature of the planning process does not make it strategic.
To be most effective the strategic planning of various functions within an organization
should be similar enough in method and structure so that it can be interconnected (e.g.,
Sony’s grand strategies were works of art).
Not consensus building – Reaching a consensus on a plan within an organization
addresses the method of validating and/or engaging the plan but is not the plan itself.
Consensus building is used to foster individual commitment to a plan, but a criticism is
that a group may be totally committed to a plan that is not the best way to achieve
strategic advantage.
Not a vision statement – A vision statement can be a goal or inspiring future state to
motivate the troops but it is not a strategy. For example we have all seen these kinds of
vision statements hanging on walls and described as strategy: “Our strategy is to be the
best car company in the world” or “The customer is job one.”
Remember, a strategy is a coherent set of concrete action items for the acquisition and
utilization of a limited resource to achieve an advantage. How we acquire and utilize the
various resources to actually “be the best car company in the world,” is more about
strategy.
Not identifying trends – Some maintain that a strategy is the identification of a trend and
then exploiting it by “getting out in front and riding the trend” (e.g., getting ahead of the
S-curve in a technology life cycle). For example, “What is the next ‘big thing’ in digital
convergence?” Supporters of “trend strategy” maintain that the strategic planning
process is just a means of identifying a trend that one can exploit.
Actually in pure technology-based planning, Socrates style, trends are created by
offensive and defensive maneuvers for competitive advantage. These maneuvers occur in
the technologyspace. When the results of these technologyspace competitive maneuvers
impact the marketplace they rapidly gain visibility and produce trends as others, usually
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finance-based planners arriving late to the game, glom onto and ride them for short-term
gain.
Not a mystical way of gaining a competitive advantage – Reading Sun Tzu’s The Art of
War, Musashi’s A Book of Five Rings, or Napoleon’s Maxims and contemplating lines
like: “All warfare is based on deception” translates to “Our strategy is deception”.
“Always follow through with your stroke” translates to “Our strategy is to follow
through”. “Cavalry must follow up the victory” translates to “Deliver as promised; leave
nothing undone”. These represent concepts or parts of a strategy but they are not a
strategy in and of themselves.
Not solely inward looking – US companies tend to be inward focused in their planning.
Road mapping and Six Sigma for example look inward to develop objectives and to
determine what resources they have to accomplish their objective. In contrast, strategic
planning is a balance of inward and outward focus.
Not a target list – Some maintain that a strategy is a “shopping list” of targets or “hot
lists” of products to produce, services to provide, most effective customer needs to focus
on satisfying or the next “hot technologies” to acquire and utilize.
The accurate definition of strategy is unlikely to be accepted and internalized through
communication and training but will come about and be properly used in execution of the
Socrates process.

Technologyspace
“The technologyspace is the complete universe of all technologies present and future
based on the laws of physics” – Sekora
Technologyspace is at the heart of the Socrates solution, where all competition takes
place and where technology strategy is planned and executed.

Technology Strategy
Technology strategy is a coherent set of offensive and defensive maneuvers to acquire
and utilize technology more effectively than competitors to satisfy one or more customer
needs in order to gain and sustain competitive advantage.
The Socrates solution is based on ten findings, (see Appendix One), which were the result
of the most in-depth study ever done on competitiveness. In all competition throughout
the world, technology was the source of competitive advantage. Socrates concluded that
technology strategy, technology being the source of all competitive advantage, is in fact,
competitive strategy.
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Technology strategy is planned and executed in the technologyspace. As technology
strategy is equal to competitive strategy the two terms are interchangeable throughout the
book. Readers are reminded of this at various times as in traditional finance-based
planning, most familiar to readers, the two terms are considered separate and unequal.
Finance-based planners argue that there are more factors to achieving competitive
advantage than technology. That is true, but everything we see, feel and touch is based on
the laws of physics and each factor’s usefulness translates from the laws of physics to
technology. Finance-based planning ignores this foundational universal constant that
forms the natural interdependency with a single foundation – technology. This was a key
finding of Project Socrates research that became a building block for the Socrates system.
Instead though, finance-based planners attempt the impossible task of dealing
independently with the myriad factors that are in fact dependent on the laws of physics
and the technology that makes them relevant. It becomes a never-ending process referred
to and discussed from various perspectives throughout the book. One thing is for sure; the
finance-based planning approach with its myriad of seemingly independent factors is a
haven for consulting services with an unending stream of “creative fixes.”

Technology Acquisition and Utilization
Gaining and sustaining competitive advantage is no more or less than the superior ability
to acquire and utilize technology to satisfy human needs. The phrase technology
acquisition and utilization is used throughout the book to precisely and consistently
reference this system function critical to executing technology strategy. Consistent use of
the phrase in reference to this function eliminates ambiguity throughout the book.
It is important to point out that in our country R&D is considered, almost exclusively, as
the only technology acquisition method. But as you will see, R&D is only one acquisition
method of many and not the preferred by sophisticated technology-based planning
competitors. US obsession with R&D and the massive spending that accompanies this
obsession is a natural product of finance-based planning and a major factor in hastening
our decline.

Maneuvering in the Technologyspace
Technology strategies consist of a series of maneuvers (set of action items) executed in
the technologyspace to acquire and utilize the technologies of the world for competitive
advantage.
The last five findings of the ten Socrates findings are about developing and executing
offensive and defensive maneuvers in the technologyspace. These five findings
concluded that maneuvering in the technologyspace is the same as maneuvering on a
military battlefield. As a result, the science of military strategy was researched, organized,
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structured and digitized in Socrates to enable a computer generated set of specific
offensive and defensive maneuvers, based on the complete history of military science, to
achieve and sustain competitive advantage.
The Technologyspace Map® and Map Navigation Tool® are Socrates technology
strategy tools to develop and execute technology strategy. These tools are used to layout
the competitive landscape (map) and then guide technology acquisition and utilization
maneuvers (navigate) to gain and sustain competitive advantage.

Cross-Pollination
Cross-pollination is the integration of two or more technologies to create a new
technology that satisfies human needs better than alternatives. The technology can be
low-, mid- or high-tech and the function to which the technology is applied can be
mundane or highly sophisticated. Technology cross-pollination is the underpinning for
innovation as defined in Socrates. What is important in successful innovation is that the
cross-pollination process results in increased capability to satisfy human needs.
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